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• Long haul travel to Europe during the 2016 summer season (June to August) has stalled - decreasing by -0.9%
compared with the equivalent period last year. Growth in late June and early July which was fuelled by the UEFA Cup
and a surge in bookings at the end of Ramadan was offset by a decline in late July and early August.

• Major destinations such as the UK (-1.3%), Italy (-2.6%), Germany (-4.1%) and in particular France (-9.6%) and Turkey
(-26.7%), dropped being affected by security concerns. Second-tier destinations offset the decline, showing strong
growth, especially Spain (+10.0%), Portugal (+5.2%), Scandinavian countries (+6.1%), Ireland (+18.1%), Russia
(+19.0%) and Poland (+26.1%).

• Regarding the source markets, North and South America grew (+2.5% and +4.6% respectively) but travel from the rest
of the world fell: Asia Pacific (-2.4%), Africa (-2.8%) and Middle East (-1.0%). The national markets showing the
greatest declines were China (-3.7%), Brazil (-14.7%), Japan (-18.0%), UAE (-13.0%) and South Africa (-7.7%), while
major origin markets like U.S.A. (+1.0%), Canada (+4.3%), Australia (+1.2%), India (+5.3%) or Saudi Arabia (+11.7%)
softened the blow.

Major European Destinations Under Pressure, But Secondary Destinations Ease The Blow

Main Findings
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Attack in Nice, France, on 14th July
Coup Attempt in Turkey on 15th July

Arrivals in 2015

Weak Summer 2016 Breaks Yearly Winning Streak

Arrivals in 2016

Arrivals OTB 2015

UEFA Euro France 10th  June to 10th July

Eid al-Fitr (End of Ramadan holidays)

Arrivals OTB 2016

• Long-haul arrivals in Europe during 2016 Summer period slightly in decline compared to previous year, decreasing by -0.9%
(between 1st June and 31st August) and breaking the usual increasing trend for the equivalent period of the year (+6.2% average
growth in the last 5 years). Global events such as UEFA Euro Cup or Youth World Day in Poland could not offset the damage of
security concerns.

• European arrivals’ peak between June 25th and July 12th, as travellers arriving for UEFA Euro Cup knockout games and finals added
to travellers coming to enjoy End-of-Ramadan vacations in a period with better results than the previous year (+7.9%). It was
immediately followed by a decline from July 16th to August 9th (-4.3%) corresponding to fallouts in France and Turkey motivated by
security concerns and previous year’s Eid al-Fitr holiday (corresponding to 17th July in 2015).

Weekly Int’l Long-Haul Arrivals in Europe During Summer 2016 (June to August & September On The Book)
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EU

Arrivals

Final arrivals from June 1st to August 31st

2016 vs. June 3rd to September 2nd 2015

Arrivals On the Book from September 1st

to October 5th 2016 vs. September 3rd to 
October 7th 2015, and Final arrivals for 
same 2015’s period.
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Major Destinations Suffer Traveller’s Spill To Smaller Markets Not Affected By Security Concerns
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+10.0%

+19.0% +5.5%+18.1%

IcelandSpain Portugal Ireland Poland CroatiaNorwayDenmark SwedenRussia Finland

Turkey

-9.6%

-21.4%

Belgium

-4.1%-2.6%

-2.7%
-2.6%-1.8%

France Germany IsraelAustriaItaly SwitzerlandUK

European Top Destinations: Top % Variations Among Top25 in Int’l Long-Haul Performance, Summer 2016

• Despite most of European countries experienced increases in Long-Haul arrivals during 2016’s Summer (June to August), overall
results were dragged down by security concerns affecting several major destinations: France (-9.6%), Turkey (-26.7%) or
Germany (-4.1%); arrivals in Belgium (-21.4%) also suffered from recent dramatic events. The drop was offset by growth in
minor markets.

• Spain (+10.0%) and Portugal (+5.2%) took advantage from switching travellers preferences, as well as less frequented travel
destinations in Northern, Central/Eastern Europe: Ireland (+18.1%) or Scandinavian countries (+6.1); Russia’s growth (+18.2%) is
fuelled by Chinese travellers. Poland’s boom (+26.1%) consolidated during the last two weeks of July, along with World Youth
Day celebration in Krakow.
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World Youth Day July 26th to 31st

Terror attacks during 2016 affecting 
significantly pax traffic

Final arrivals from June 1st to August 
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Major Feeder Markets Can’t Offset Decline In European Destinations
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+11.7%

U.S.A. AustraliaCanada

-3.7%

-14.7%

India Saudi Arabia Argentina Algeria

China JapanBrazil Hong Kong UAE Mexico Taiwan

+2.8% +9.4%
+4.3% +1.2% +5.3%

-4.3%
-7.0%

-18.0% -13.0% -1.6%

Qatar

-11.7%

European Top Source Markets: Top % Variations Among Top25 Source Markets in Int’l Long-Haul 
Departures to Europe, Summer 2016

• Brazil’s gloomy economic situation decimated its overall travel demand (-14.7%), while Japan (-18.0%), UAE (-13.0%) and China (-3.7%)
proved to be more sensitive to security concerns, as the decline in demand is specially relevant for Western European countries.

• Saudi Arabia’s growth (+11.7%) is driven by travels to Southern Europe with Spain as main alternative for Turkey. France saw less
Canadian travellers arriving as they spilled among the continent, being UK and Portugal the most favored ones. India nearly halved its
visits for Turkey, but remained stable for its most frequented countries in Europe (France amongst them), while increased visitors to
Spain, Netherlands and Russia.
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Major European Destinations Collapse As Secondary Destinations Soften The Blow
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• France remained a top3 destination for the Americas and Africa, even after severely impacted long-haul arrivals. The exception is
Northern Africa (+5.7%), where Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia increased their travels to France due to the socioeconomical ties
these areas have with France.

• Americas maintained a steady growth engine for Europe, pushed by arrivals increase to Spain and secondary destinations in
Northern, Central and Eastern Europe. APAC & Middle East’s results are pressured by the decline of arrivals to major European
destinations.

Int’l Long-Haul Departures to Europe by Regions & Top3 country destinations by Region, YoY % Variation for Summer 2016
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This analysis is based on Air Reservation Data property of ForwardKeys® as of 4th September 2016. Database 
contains reservations handled by more than 200 000 online and offline travel agencies worldwide
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Methodology & Glossary

MARKET

© Forward Data SL, 2016. All rights reserved. The content and the data provided in this document are for your information and internal use only. The content is provided “as is” 
without any warranty as to accuracy, completeness, satisfactory quality or fitness for any particular purpose. It is strictly forbidden to extract, reproduce, republish or publically display 

any content included in this document without the prior written authorisation of Forward Data, SL. If you wish to use any of this content or similar data, please contact us on 
info@forwardkeys.com for more information about our services. Some icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com

PERIOD

DESTINATION

Europe total results include North Europe, Central/ East Europe, Western Europe, 

Southern Europe Sub-Continents as defined by UNWTO standard

Continents, Sub-Continents and Regions as defined by UNWTO standard
Scandinavian aggregated results refer to Denmark, Norway, Sweden & Finland

Summer is considered in this document as the time period from June 1st to August 
31st 2016, compared to the equivalent period from June 3rd to September 2nd 2015

Arrivals & Departures: Database updated as of September 4th 2016

Arrivals / Departures On The Book: Database updated as of September 4th 2016

Lengths of Stay: Current analysis includes only those reservations staying at least 1 
night at destination, excluding transits, day trips  or one way trips

Final Arrivals: refer to the number of airline passengers arriving at

the destination within a specific time frame.

Arrivals on the Book (Arrivals OTB): refer to the number of airline
passengers arriving at the destination within a specific future time
frame according to the bookings that have been issued as noted.

Final Departures: refer to the number of airline passengers
departing from any location within a specific time frame.

Departures on the Book (Departures OTB): refer to the number of
airline passengers arriving at the destination within a specific
future time frame according to the bookings that have been issued
as noted.

Bookings: represent air reservations made for travel to the specific
destination (i.e. UK) for any date of travel.


